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Through red, green (2), and blue filters, 
light is quantified by a camera’s sensor.

Light that is transmitted (direct) 
from a source (sun, computer 
screen or other electronic device) 
is an additive color mixing and 
uses Red, Green, and Blue.

Light that is reflected from a 
source (paper, wall…) is a 
subtractive color mixing and 
uses Cyan, Magenta, Yellow, 
and blacK (CMYK).
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The Camera

Pixel



What You See May Not Be What You Get.
(WYSMNBWYG?)

JPEG
Even if shooting Raw.

Camera Raw is not even a file format. It 
has no color space assigned.
JPEG is a file format, is processed and 
compressed with data loss (lossy).
You may assign (“bake”) pixel dimensions, 
compression rate, and a color space to 
JPEGs in your camera.
Raw based files generally include a JPEG.



What Color is Space? (Trick question)
Two (3?) popular color spaces:

sRGB
The ICC adopted Microsoft’s and 
HP’s color space for monitors. It 
covers about 35% of the visible 
spectrum. It is low bit (8), and 
256 levels of each color (=16.8 
million). It is ideal for computer 
and electronic device displays.

Adobe RGB (1998)
The ICC adopted Adobe’s color 
space which provides more 
colors for printers. It covers 
about 50% of the visible 
spectrum. It is low or high bit 
(16) and 4,096 levels of each 
color (=trillions). It is good for 
home printers.

ICC = International Color Consortium

Note: Now there is a variation on 
Adobe RGB called P3 Wide Color 
which some modern monitors 
display.



What’s New?

ProPhoto RGB
A larger color space exists, it was developed by Kodak to 
encompass ≈90% of the calibrated spectrum. It is high bit 
and therefore creates larger files.
It is the color space of Adobe’s Photoshop Lightroom.
For the same bit depth, the amount of colors is the same. 
Larger color spaces have more spread between colors.
The concept is to work with everything available, then 
export to the appropriate file format and color space.



Importing

Lightroom will assign raws the 
ProPhoto RGB as the color space 
to the camera raw format 
(.CR2/.NEF/.ARW, etc) or Adobe’s 
DNG file format (.DNG).
If a white balance or other 
modification was specified in 
camera, some image editors will 
read the instructions to present that 
view. The raw image is not altered.



Why Do All Those TV’s at the Big Stores Look Different?

The difference is calibration.
So, how do I calibrate my monitor?

i1Studio Pro by X-Rite (≈$239)

From the desktop menu icon, 
Launch ColorMunki Photo…
Profile My Display (Try ADC)
Choose Advanced:
D65 White Point, 
specify 80 to 120 cd/m2 (a.k.a. “nits”)
(Which is the brightness of your environment, 
120 for a bright office, 80 for a dim room. Try 
matching your screen of all-white to a sheet of 
photo paper. If your prints are too dim, decrease 
nits, too bright, increase nits.) 

i1Display Studio by X-Rite (≈$149)

SpyderX Pro (≈$170)No hardware, no problem. Set your browser to 
https://www.photofriday.com/info/calibrate .

https://www.photofriday.com/info/calibrate


Weights in strap behind monitor.

When asked, adjust the screen 
brightness (Fn keys) until you 
are close to the target line
 (i.e. 80-120cd/m  ).

When complete, Save the 
Display Profile. Finish.
Note where your brightness 
setting is. Reset before editing.

On the desktop, the unit will calibrate 
itself. Follow instructions. When told, 
place the device in a holder and drape 
it over the monitor. (A sensor in the 
bottom reads the color palettes.
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Remove the unit from the bag (ColorMunki), turn the dial to the up 
position, and place it on your work station for monitoring the 
ambient light. Avoid strong color reflections on your monitor.

Profiles are kept in a Mac at:
Macintosh HD>Users>yourname>Library>ColorSync>Profiles
Profiles are kept in a Windows PC at:
Windows\system32\spool\drivers\color



Calibrate Your Printer
Now that your display (RGB) is set, you need a translator for your 
printer (CMYK), including the dialect of your paper.
From the desktop menu icon, Launch ColorMunki Photo…



Calibrate Your Printer
Profile My Printer. Load two 8.5” x 11” sheets of photo paper. 
(No color management for printer. Select paper used.)
Point the unit sensor down. Follow instructions to print, dry, then 
scan five columns of color patches. Repeat with secondary colors. 
A profile for that printer and paper is created.



Save Your Printer/Paper Profile
An ICC Profile is ready to save for that printer and that paper 
combination. After saving and going to the Next page.



Save Your Printer/Paper Profile
Check that you want to Configure my applications to automatically 
apply… when printing. Finish.

Repeat for each 
printer/paper 
combination 
you use.

Apple refers to 
these profiles 
as ColorSync.
The other 
choice means 
managed by 
printer. Color Munki Photo/i1Studio also calibrates projectors.



Maybe You Don’t Have a Printer Calibrater
When you installed your printer, the manufacturer should have 
installed ICC Profiles for its papers (third party papers profiles may 
be available). In Lightroom’s Print Module, if Color Management 
says Managed by Printer, click the triangles, and click Other…
Check the printers/papers you (might) use.

On Mac OS, profiles are located at one of the following locations: 
1) Macintosh HD/Library/ColorSync/Profiles - if located here all 
users can use them, but only admin users and authenticated 
installers can add or remove them. 
2) Macintosh HD/Users/<username>/Library/ColorSync/Profiles - 
profiles in this location can only be used by this user.
On all Windows Operating Systems, the profiles are located: 
C:\Windows\System32\spool\drivers\color.



Ready to Print
Before you print a photo in Lightroom’s Print Module, select the 
printer and preset in Print Settings or Printer dialog. Under Color 
Management, select the printer profile (or Managed By Printer).
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